Day 9
Transmission 25:49
Music: Daniel Schotsborg - Full Moon Spirit

This transmission is purely about the merging of the frequencies of the Divine Feminine and
Divine Masculine into your energy fields, cellular structure and matrix. Many Angelic Beings of
Light, Ascended Masters, Goddess and Elemental energies were present throughout this entire
transmission.
Allow the purity of the frequencies to integrate into you. This is a merging of unconditional love
and self love. The Christ Consciousness energies have been strongly focused on unconditional
love. However, many still think of this as something that should be focused upon others, rather
than themselves. During this transmission, the Divine Feminine energies encapsulated the Divine
Masculine or Christ Consciousness frequencies allowing an enhancement of Self Love.
Unconditional love of self must truly come before one can extend pure unconditional love to
others. The Authentic Heart experiences a level of Self Love that transcends the emotional
limitations we have known in this reality to date. The energies of the Christ Consciousness and
the foundational teaching of the souls we know as Christ, Buddha, Krishna, etc. all exemplified
the understanding and embodiment of unconditional love, selflessness and the golden rule.
The new frequencies of the Divine Feminine usher in the next expression of the Authentic Heart,
bringing the experience back to Self. Allow the release of old programs and belief systems
around guilt, selfishness and unworthiness to transform into deep appreciation and orgasmic
feelings of Self Love. Allow the energies flowing through you to embody deep within your core
essence and surrender to the truth of who you are.
Breathe deeply and surrender to your Higher Self. Set the intention to receive the highest level of
Light your physical vehicle and consciousness can embody at this time.
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Living from an Authentic Heart and experiencing Self Love is essential to your awakening.
Surrender, Release and Embody Your Divine Essence.
Stay In Your Heart and Know You Are Light!
Blessings!
Raquel
www.raquelspencer.com
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